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Abstract
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terministic or stochastic characteristics. While most existing work in detecting structurs fol-
low a supervised paradigm, we propose a fully unsupervised statistical solution in this paper.
We present a unified approach to structure discovery from long video sequences as simulta-
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When tested on a specific domain, soccer video, the unsupervised learning scheme achieves very
promising results: it automatically discovers the statistical descriptions of high-level structures,
and at the same time achieves even slightly better accuracy in detecting discovered structures in
unlabelled videos than a supervised approach designed with domain knowledge and trained with
comparable hidden Markov models.
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ABSTRACT

Structure elements in a time sequence (e.g. video) are repetitive
segments with consistent deterministic or stochastic characteris-
tics. While most existing work in detecting structures follow a
supervised paradigm, we propose a fully unsupervised statistical
solution in this paper. We present a unified approach to structure
discovery from long video sequences as simultaneously finding
the statistical descriptions of structure and locating segments that
matches the descriptions. We model the multilevel statistical struc-
ture as hierarchical hidden Markov models, and present efficient
algorithms for learning both the parameters and the model struc-
ture. When tested on a specific domain, soccer video, the unsu-
pervised learning scheme achieves very promising results: it auto-
matically discovers the statistical descriptions of high-level struc-
tures, and at the same time achieves even slightly better accuracy
in detecting discovered structures in unlabelled videos than a su-
pervised approach designed with domain knowledge and trained
with comparable hidden Markov models.

1. INTRODUCTION

Effective solutions to video indexing require detection and recog-
nition of structureandeventin the video. Wherestructurerep-
resents the syntactic level composition of the video content, and
eventrepresents the occurrences of certain semantic concepts. In
this paper, we present a solution to unsupervised structure discov-
ery from video using statistical models. We define the structure
of a time sequence as the repetitive segments that possess consis-
tent deterministic or stochastic characteristics. This definition is
general to various domains, and structures exist at multiple levels
of abstraction. At the lowest level for example, structure can be
the frequent triples of symbols in a DNA sequence, or the repeat-
ing color schemes in a video; at the mid-level, the seasonal trends
in web traffics, or the canonical camera movements in films; and
at a higher level, the genetic encoding and controlling regions in
DNA sequences, or the game-specific state transitions in sports
video. Automatic detection of structures will help locate semantic
events from low-level observations, and facilitate summarization
and navigation of the content.

1.1. The structure discovery problem

The problem of identifying structure consists of two parts: find-
ing a description of the structure (a.k.athe model), and locating
segments that matches the description. There are many success-
ful cases where these two tasks are performed in separate steps.
The former is usually referred to astraining, while the latter,clas-
sificationor segmentation. Among various possible models, hid-

den Markov model (HMM) [1] is a discrete state-space stochastic
model with efficient learning algorithms that works well for tem-
porally correlated data streams. HMM has been successfully ap-
plied to many different domains such as speech recognition, hand-
writing recognition, motion analysis, or genome sequence analy-
sis. For video analysis in particular, different genres in TV pro-
grams were distinguished with HMMs trained for each genre [2],
and the high-level structure of soccer games (e.g. play versus
break) was also delineated with a pool of HMMs trained for each
category [3].

The structure detection methods above falls in the conven-
tional category of supervised learning - the algorithm designers
manually identify important structures, collect labelled data for
training, and apply supervised learning tools to learn the classi-
fiers. This methodology works for domain-specific problems at a
small scale, yet it cannot be readily extended to diverse domains at
a large scale. In this paper, we propose a new paradigm that uses
fully unsupervised statistical techniques and aims at automatic dis-
covery of salient structures and simultaneously recognizing such
structures in unlabelled data without prior expert knowledge. Do-
main knowledge, if available, can be used to relate semantic mean-
ings to the discovered structures in a post-processing stage. Unsu-
pervised discovery of structures have been applied to gene motif
discovery and web stat mining (see reviews in [4]). Only a few
instances has been explored for video. Clustering techniques are
used on the key frames of shots [5] to discover the story units in a
TV drama, yet the temporal dependency of video was not formally
modelled. Left-to-right HMMs were stacked into a large HMM
in [6, 7] to model temporally evolving recurrent events in ambula-
tory videos and films, and the resulting clusters correspond to the
locations where the video was captured or explosions in film.

1.2. Our approach
In this paper, we model the temporal dependencies in video and
the generic structure of events in a unified statistical framework.
Under certain dependency assumptions, we model the individual
recurring events in a video as HMMs, and the higher-level tran-
sitions between these events as another level of Markov chain.
This hierarchy of HMMs forms a Hierarchical Hidden Markov
Model(HHMM), its parameters are efficiently estimated with the
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. This framework is gen-
eral in that it is scalable to events of different complexity; yet it
is also flexible in that prior domain knowledge can be incorpo-
rated in terms of state connectivity, number of levels of Markov
chains, and the time scale of the states. In addition, Bayesian learn-
ing techniques are used to learn the model complexity automati-
cally, where the search over model space is done with reverse-jump



Markov chain Monte Carlo, and Bayesian Information Criteria is
used as model posterior. Evaluation against real video data showed
very promising results: the unsupervised approach automatically
discovers the high-level structures, along with their statistical de-
scriptions, and at the same time achieves even slightly better accu-
racy in detecting discovered structures in unlabelled videos than a
supervised approach using domain knowledge and HMM models
with similar structure.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 mo-
tivates the use of HHMM from the characteristics of video struc-
tures, and discusses the representation and learning of HHMM;
section 3 presents the algorithms for Bayesian learning of model
structure; section 4 describes the experiments and results on soccer
video; section 5 summarizes the work and discusses open issues.

2. MODELLING VIDEO STRUCTURE WITH HHMM

2.1. Characteristics of video structures

Our main attention in this paper is on the particular domain of
video, where the structures has the following properties: (1) Video
structure is in a discrete state-space, since we humans understand
video in terms of concepts, and we assume there exists a small set
of concepts in a given domain; (2) The features, i.e., the observa-
tions from data are stochastic since segments of video seldom have
identical raw features even if they are conceptually similar; (3) The
sequence is highly correlated in time, since the videos are sampled
in a rate much higher than that of the changes in the scene. In par-
ticular, we will focus our attention on the subset ofdensestructure
for this paper. Bydensewe refer to the cases where competing
structure elements can be modelled as the same parametric class,
and representing their alternation would be sufficient for describ-
ing the whole data stream, i.e., there is no need for an explicit
backgroundmodel that delineatessparseevents from the majority
of the background.

Hence, we model stochastic observation in a temporally corre-
lated discrete state space, and use a few weak assumptions to facil-
itate efficient computation. We assume that states are discrete and
Markov within each concept, and observations are associated with
states under a fixed parametric form. Such assumptions are justi-
fied based on the satisfactory results from several previous work
using supervised HMM of similar forms [2, 3]. We also model
the transitions of concepts as a Markov chain at a higher level, as
this simplification will bring computational convenience at a minor
cost of modelling power.

Based on the two-level Markov setup described above, we use
two-level hierarchical hidden Markov model to model structures
in video. In this model, the higher-level structure elements usu-
ally correspond to semantic events, while the lower-level states
represents variations that can occur within the same event, and
these lower-level states in turn produce the observations, i.e., mea-
surements taken from the raw video, with a Gaussian distribution.
Note the HHMM model is a special case of Dynamic Bayesian
Networks (DBN), also note the model can be easily extended to
more than two levels, and feature distribution is not constrained to
mixture-of-Gaussians. In the sections that follow, we will present
algorithms that address the inference, parameter learning, and struc-
ture learning problems for generalD-level HHMMs.

2.2. The structure of HHMM
HHMM was first introduced [8] as a natural generalization to HMM
with hierarchical control structure. As shown in Figure 1(A), ev-
ery higher-level state symbol corresponds to a stream of symbols
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Fig. 1. Graphical HHMM representation at leveld and d + 1
(A)Tree-structured representation; (B)DBN representations, with
observationsXt drawn at the bottom. Uppercase letters denote the
states as random variables in timet, lowercase letters denote the
state-space of HHMM, i.e., values these random variables can take
in any time slice. Shaded nodes are auxiliaryexit nodes that turn
on the transition at a higher level - a state at leveld is not allowed
to change unless the exiting states in the levels below areon.

produced by a lower-level sub-HMM; a transition at the high level
model is invoked only when the lower-level model enters anexit
state (shaded nodes in Figure 1(A)); observations are only pro-
duced by the lowest level states.

This bottom-up structure is general in the sense that it in-
cludes several other hierarchical schemes as special cases. Exam-
ples include the stacking of left-right HMMs [6, 7] ; or the discrete
counterpart of the jump Markov model with top-down(rather than
bottom-up) control structure; HHMM has been applied to solve
problems in many domains with different levels of supervision,
examples are included in [8, 4].

2.3. HHMM parameter learning and inference

Fine et. al. have also shown that multi-level hidden state inference
with HHMM can be done inO(T 3) by looping over all possible
lengths of subsequences generated by each Markov model at each
level, whereT is the sequence length [8]. This algorithm is not
optimal, however, anO(T ) algorithm has later been shown in [9]
with an equivalent DBN representation by unrolling the multi-level
states in time (Figure 1(B)). In this DBN representation, the hidden
statesQd

t at each leveld = 1, . . . D, the observation sequenceXt,
and the auxiliarylevel-exitingvariablesEd

t completely specifies
the state of the model at timet. The inference scheme used in [9]
is the generic junction tree algorithm for DBNs, and the empirical
complexity isO(DT ·|Q|d1.5De2d0.5De) whereD is the number of
levels in the hierarchy, and|Q| is the maximum number of distinct
discrete values of any variableQd

t , d = 1, . . . , D.
For simplicity, we use a generalized forward-backward algo-

rithm for hidden state inference, and a generalized EM algorithm
for parameter estimation based on the forward-backward iterations.
This algorithm is derived in a similar fashion as the inference and
learning algorithms of HMM; we need to take into account the
multi-level transition constraints, and set the parameters space ap-
propriately such that the maximization step in EM has a closed
form solutions in each iteration. The parameter set learned by
EM includes emission probabilities that associate the observations
with the states, Markov chain probabilities at each level, and inter-
level transition probabilities. The complexity of this algorithm is



O(DT · |Q|2D), with a similar running time as [9] for smallD and
modestQ. Details can be found in [4].

3. BAYESIAN MODEL ADAPTATION

The EM algorithm for learning HHMM parameters will reach a
local maxima of data likelihood, and this algorithm has to operate
on a pre-defined model size. Since searching for a global max-
ima both in the likelihood landscape or across all possible model
structures is intractable, we adopt randomized search strategies
to address these issues. Markov chain Monte Carlo(MCMC) is
a class of such algorithms that has been successfully used to solve
high-dimensional optimization problems, especially the problem
of Bayesian learning of model structure and model parameters [10].
In this work, we are able to learn the optimal state-space size and
the parameters of the entire HHMM with the following MCMC al-
gorithm tailored for HHMMs. The algorithm is outlined in the rest
of this section, while the details is in [4] due to space constraint.

MCMC for learning statistical models usually iterates between
two steps: (1)The proposal step comes up with a new structure and
a new set of model parameters based on the data and the current
model(theMarkov chain) according to certainproposal distribu-
tions(Monte Carlo); (2)The decision step computes an acceptance
probability α of the proposed new model based on model poste-
rior and proposal strategies, and then this proposal isacceptedor
rejectedwith probability α. MCMC will converge to the global
optimum in probability if certain constraints [10] are satisfied for
the proposal distribution and if the acceptance probability are eval-
uated accordingly, yet the speed of convergence largely depends on
thegoodnessof the proposals.

Model adaptation for HHMM involves moves similar to [11]
since many changes in the state space involve changing the num-
ber of Gaussian kernels that associates states in the lowest level
with observations. We included four general types of movement
in the state-space, as can be illustrated form the tree-structured
representation of the HHMM in figure 1(A): (1)EM, regular pa-
rameter update without changing the state space size. (2)Split(d),
to split a state at leveld. This is done by randomly partitioning
the direct children (when there are more than one) of a state at
level d into two sets, assigning one set to its original parent, the
other set to a newly generated parent state at leveld; when split
happens at the lowest level(i.e.d = D), we split the Gaussian
kernel of the original observation probabilities by perturbing the
mean. (3)Merge(d), to merge two states at leveld into one, by
collapsing their children into one set and decreasing the number of
nodes at leveld by one. (4)Swap(d), to swap the parents of two
states at leveld, whose parent nodes at leveld − 1 was not origi-
nally the same. Compared to the RBF network in [11], this special
move is needed for HHMM, since its multi-level structure is non-
homogeneous within the same size of overall state-space. More-
over, we are not including birth/death moves for simplicity, since
these moves can be reached with multiple moves of split/merge.

There are usually three factors in the acceptance probabilityα,
where the first factor directs the moves to theright optimal direc-
tion, the other two factors ensures the reversibility of the Markov
chain moves and the convergence behavior of the sampling algo-
rithm: (1) Model posterior as optimality criteria that evaluates the
fitnessof the new model. Here it is computed with the Bayesian
Information Criteria, as in equation (1); (2) A proposal likelihood
term that takes into account the model size and the proposal strate-
gies; (3) A model space alignment term introduced by theJaco-
bian of the two spaces, when MCMC moves between two models

of different sizes, i.e.,split andmerge.

BIC = log(P (X|Θ)) · λ −
1

2
|Θ| log(T ) (1)

Intuitively, BIC is a trade-off between data likelihoodP (X|Θ)
and model complexity|Θ|·log(T ) with weighting factorλ. Larger
models are penalized by the number of free parameters in the model
|Θ|; yet the influence of the model penalty decreases as the amount
of training dataT increases, sincelog(T ) grows slower thanO(T ).
We empirically choose the weighting factorλ as1/16 in the simu-
lations, in order for the change in data likelihood and that in model
prior to be numerically comparable over one iteration.

We use a mixture of the EM and MCMC for learning HHMMs,
where the model parameters are updated using EM, and the model
structure is learned with MCMC. We choose this hybrid algorithm
in place of full Monte Carlo update of the parameter set and the
model, since MCMC update of parameters will take much longer
than EM, and the convergence behavior does not seem to suffer in
practice.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The unsupervised structure discovery algorithm is tested on a 25-
minute Korean soccer video clip taken from the MPEG-7 content
CD. The two semantic events labelled areplay andbreak[3], de-
fined according to the rules of soccer game. These two events
are dense since they covers the whole time scale of the video,
and distinguishingbreak from play will be useful for the viewers
sincebreaktakes up about40% of the screen time. Two manually
selected features, dominant color ratio (DCR) and motion inten-
sity (MI) [3], uniformly sampled from the video stream every 0.1
seconds, are used to learn the structure. Note our unsupervised
method takes only the raw feature sequence as input, without us-
ing the prior knowledge about the existence of play/break concepts
or their labels in the data sequence.

4.1. Parameter and structure learning

Here we compare the recognition accuracy of four different learn-
ing schemes against the manual labels. (1)Supervised HMM [3]:
One HMM per semantic event is trained on manually segmented
chunks; and then the video data with unknown boundary are first
chopped into 3-second segments, where the data likelihood of each
segment is evaluated with each of the trained HMMs; and the fi-
nal segmentation boundary is obtained after a dynamic program-
ming step taking into account the model likelihoods and the tran-
sition likelihoods of the short segments from the segmented data.
(2)Supervised HHMM: Individual HMMs at the bottom level of
the hierarchy are learned separately, essentially using the mod-
els trained in (1); the across-level and top level transition statis-
tics are also trained from segmented data; and then the segmenta-
tion is obtained by decoding the Viterbi path from the hierarchical
model on the entire video stream. (3)Unsupervised HHMM with-
out model adaptation: An HHMM is initialized with known size of
state-space and random parameters; the EM algorithm is used to
learn the model parameters; and the segmentation is obtained from
the Viterbi path of the final model. (4)Unsupervised HHMM with
model adaptation: An HHMM is initialized with arbitrary size of
the state-space and random parameters; the EM and RJ-MCMC
algorithms are used to learn the size and parameters of the model;
state sequence is obtained from the converged model with optimal
size. Here we report results separately for (a) model adaptation



in the lowest level of HHMM only, and (b) full model adaptation
across different levels as described in section 3.

For algorithms (1)-(3), the model size is set to the optimal
model size that (4) converges to, i.e., 6-8

to randomly initialize the HMMs; for unsupervised algorithms(3)
and (4), initial bottom-level HMMs are obtained with K-means and
Gaussian fitting followed by a grouping algorithm based on tem-
poral proximity. We run each algorithm for 15 times with random
start, and compute the per-sample accuracy against manual labels.
The median and semi-interquartile range1 across multiple rounds
are listed in table 1.

Learning Model Super- Adaptation? Accuracy
Scheme type vised? Bot. High Median SIQ 1

(1) HMM Y N N 75.5% 1.8%
(2) HHMM Y N N 75.0% 2.0%
(3) HHMM N N N 75.0% 1.2%
(4a) HHMM N N Y 75.7% 1.1%
(4b) HHMM N Y Y 75.2% 1.3%

Table 1. Evaluation of learning schemes (1)-(4) against ground
truth using on clipKorea

Results showed that the unsupervised learning achieved very
close results as the supervised learning case, this is quite promis-
ing and surprising since the unsupervised learning of HHMMs is
not tuned to the particular ground-truth in the selected video do-
main. Yet this performance match can be attributed to the carefully
selected feature set that well represents the events. For the HHMM
with full model adaptation (scheme 4b), the algorithm converges
to two to four high-level states, and the evaluation is done by as-
signing each resulting cluster to the majority ground-truth label
it corresponds to. We have observed that the resulting accuracy
is still in the same range without knowing how many interesting
structures there is to start with. The reason for this performance
match lies in the fact that theadditional high level structures are
actually a sub-cluster ofplay or break, they are generally of three
to five states each, and two sub-clusters correspond to onelarger,
truecluster of play or break.

4.2. Comparing to HHMM with transition constraints

In order to investigate theexpressivenessof the multi-level model
structure, we compare the unsupervised structure discovery per-
formances with that of a similar model with limited transitions.
The two model topologies being simulated are (a) The simpli-
fied HHMM where each bottom-level sub-HMM is a left-to-right
model allowing skips, and cross level transitions can only happen
at the first or last node, respectively. (b) The fully connected gen-
eral 2-level HHMM model as in in figure 1.

Topology (a) is of interest because the transition constraints
make the model equivalent to ancollapsedordinary HMM, while
the general HHMM cannot be collapsed due to the multi-level
transition structure. This model simplification leads to an com-
putational complexity ofO(T |Q|2D), while the general HHMMs
will need O(DT |Q|2D). Topology (a) also contains the models
in [6, 7] as special cases - they used a left-to-right model without
skip, and single entry/exit states.

1Semi-interquartile as a measure of the spread of at algorithms (4) con-
verges to, i.e. 6-8 bottom-level states per event. For supervised algorithms
(1) and the data, is defined as half of the distance between the75th and
25th percentile, it is more robust to outliers than standard deviation.

The learning algorithm is tested on the same soccer video clip.
It performs parameter estimation with a fixed model structure of
six states at the bottom level and two states at the top level, over
the features set of DCR and MI. Over 5 runs of both algorithms,
the average accuracy of the constrained model is 2.3% lower than
that of the fully connected model(with average accuracies 71.9%
and 74.2%, respectively). This result shows that adopting a fully
connected model with multi-level control structures indeed brings
in extra modelling power for the chosen domain of soccer videos.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we propose algorithms for unsupervised discovery
of structure from video sequences. We model the class of dense,
stochastic structures in video using hierarchical hidden Markov
models, the models parameters and model structure are learned us-
ing EM and Monte Carlo sampling techniques. When evaluated on
a TV soccer clip against manually labelled ground truth, the fully
unsupervised method achieved even slightly better results than its
supervised learning counterpart.

Many open issues in stochastic structure discovery using HHMM
remains, however: The effectiveness of this model applied to other
video domains, incorporation of automatic feature selection tech-
niques, and modelling sparse structures are all interesting direc-
tions for further investigation.
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